
NORMS OF BELIEF AND NORMS OF ACTION 

NEW FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW 

 

Successful action supports true belief just like true belief supports successful action. This new framework integrates 

the strongpoints of existing models and helps resolve the difficulties they face:  

 

 TWO-WAY CONNECTION THESIS 

CORE IDEA Success may lead as reliably to truth as truth to success 

PARADIGM CASES (1) Succeeding in virtue of getting it right and (2) Getting it right in virtue of succeeding 

STRONGPOINTS  (1) Normative clarity and (2) Neither set of norms is treated as derivative 

DIFFICULTIES 

ADDRESSED 

(1) Explains away counterexamples and (2) Offers a principled way to address conflicts 

of duties across the two sets of norms 

 

Background: Our notions of action and belief are normative. They generate duties that apply to us as believers and 

agents. Yet, until now there has been no compelling story of how each set of norms relate to the other. So, it is 

unclear whether and how we can reconcile the two sets of duties.   

 

Fig.1: The normative domains of belief and action 

 BELIEF ACTION 

MAIN NORM Truth Success 

QUESTION What should I believe? What should I do? 

GUIDING METAPHOR Aiming at the truth Aiming at success 

DUTIES Theoretical Practical 

 

Fig. 2: Existing models of the relationship between the norms of belief and action 

 (1) ONE-WAY CONNECTION THESIS (2) AD HOC CONNECTION THESIS 

CORE IDEA Truth reliably leads to success, but not the 

other way around 

Two separate pursuits, sometimes in tune, 

sometimes in conflict 

PARADIGM CASE Succeeding in virtue of getting it right 

 

None. Any combination is just as likely: Truth 

and Success, Truth without Success, Success 

without Truth, and neither Truth nor Success 

STRONGPOINTS  Clear normative priority: first get it right 

then get things done. 

Doesn’t treat practical norms as derivative 

from theoretical norms 

DIFFICULTIES Counterexamples, where theoretical and 

practical duties seem to pull in opposite 

directions 

No principled way to address conflicts of 

duties across the two sets of norms 
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